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Monday 9/17 (Chad)
According to economists, the outlook looks bright for trucking. The retail sector, especially e-commerce,
is expected to keep growing, fueling a forecast 91 percent growth in freight transportation revenue in the
next decade: https://bit.ly/2Q72uMe.
Tuesday 9/18 (Chris)
Burnout and high turnover rate has left the transport industry short 63,000 truck drivers and counting.
Blockchain may offer a solution to this, with the potential to create a more efficient trucking industry by
streamlining logistics, maximizing fuel usage and optimizing routes. FleetOwner examines how this new
technology could aid carriers and drivers alike: https://bit.ly/2CbsL9s.

💣

Wednesday 9/19 (Chad)
Thanks to the e-commerce boom and an increasing labor shortage in distribution centers, warehouse
management systems are looking to automation and robotics to keep up. Automation adoption,
currently at 34 percent, is estimated to reach 73 percent in the next five years. Logistics Management
discusses how automation is changing the game for warehouse operations: https://bit.ly/2wW3PwK.

🤖

📄

Thursday 9/20 (Chris)
According to the American Trucking Association’s most recent Freight Forecast report , the
trucking industry is going to have a busy next few years. The report predicts continued growth in
freight volumes, with trucking remaining the largest mover of freight. This expectation is spurring a
closer look at infrastructure development and driver shortage issues in order to meet growing
demand. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2QcfU9Q.

🚚
👀

Thursday 9/20 (Company) —

📈

Kansas City’s position as a central US hub is more valuable than ever in today’s shifting transportation
environment. Located within a two-day drive of more than 85 percent of the country's population, the city
is primed to meet rising freight needs and demand for rapid order fulfillment. Learn more about the
current transformation of the transportation industry and how logistics are approaching the changes in our
latest blog post: https://bit.ly/2MI7WSK.
INSTAGRAM (1)
Thursday 9/20

🚃 car can carry enough grain🌾 to make 258,000 loaves of bread🍞.
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Wednesday 9/19 —
With rising demand, an Amazon-fueled model for rapid delivery and the explosion of “smart”
technology, the transportation industry is experiencing massive shifts. As a result, the need for reliable,
efficient and innovative transportation logistics is greater than ever. Check out our latest blog post to learn
more about the forces transforming the transportation industry today: https://bit.ly/2MI7WSK.
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Monday 9/17
Safety is a top priority for fleets. As freight traffic booms and roads become more congested, the
risk of accident increases. Fleet Owner takes a look at trucking safety by the numbers and what fleet
owners need to know to keep roads safe: https://bit.ly/2wXPhfU.
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Tuesday 9/18
In today’s crowded freight scene, shippers are turning to new technology to increase supply chain
visibility. Thanks to improved tracking and enhanced information flow, shippers can reduce delays, boost
safety and streamline operations. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2w0cPBd.
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Wednesday 9/19
Fleets embracing new fuel-efficiency technology are seeing benefits in both fuel and cost
savings. The shift has resulted in a fleet-wide fuel economy of 7.28 MPG, compared to the national
average of 5.91 MPG, and savings of over $6.3 million. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2wU2A1Q.

🔒

Thursday 9/20
New spec development is securing KC’s spot as a top Midwest supply-chain hub. The city’s
17-million-square-foot logistics park, deemed the fastest-growing intermodal facility, is expected to
add 7 million more square feet in the next year. Learn more: https://bit.ly/2CxvJFc.

📈

GOOGLE+ (1) —
Kansas City 3PL Examines Trends Shaping Future of Transportation Industry
Rising demand, new delivery models and innovative technology developments are ushering in a
transformation of the transportation industry. The need for reliable, efficient and innovative transportation
logistics is crucial, and Kansas City’s position as a central US hub is more valuable than ever in the
shifting environment. Located within a two-day drive of more than 85 percent of the country's population,
the city is primed to meet rising freight needs and demand for rapid order fulfillment. Learn more about
the forces transforming the transportation industry in our latest blog post: https://bit.ly/2MI7WSK.

